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Job Scheduling ROI and
Foolproofing

By  Ma r k  L o e h r

SIMILAR
to the way autopilots control complex processes in
airplanes, job scheduling software controls complex

automation tasks in data centers. The more tasks the software manages,
the less manual interference necessary. There are a few solutions that can
manage enough tasks to virtually eliminate manual interference.
Therefore, as solutions vary widely in the ability to meet individual needs,
companies that desire increased control of their data centers should take a
closer look at their current situation and identify key areas for automation.

During the past 10 years, data centers have gone through many
changes. For example, the average number of processed jobs has
increased from a few hundred to tens of thousands per day. In the past,
processes were manually controlled or controlled via scripts, but due to
human error, that was inevitably coupled with manual control, these
approaches resulted in critical errors and additional work.

In comparison, today’s IT environment includes modern data centers
that address cost and security issues by using a job scheduling product.
Job scheduling can ensure production without costly interruptions and
downtime. In utilizing multi-platform compatibility, the ability to inte-
grate data centers worldwide and provide automation for events, job
scheduling technology assures rapid ROI by fool proofing the automa-
tion and integration process.

HANDLING MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS

Many companies use mainframes in their data centers, which are often
controlled by legacy schedulers, requiring manual operation. At first glance,
such an isolated solution seems to work, but interface problems arise if data
has to be transferred from the mainframe to another system. If an SAP or
Oracle application is needed to manage payroll, human resources or other
activities, information from the mainframe and the application must be inte-
grated—a process not possible via a mainframe-based job scheduler.

Today’s job scheduling solutions integrate the entire IT infrastruc-
ture into one clearly arranged system, creating a “single point of con-
trol.” Automation increases the benefits and security of a widely used
SAP application such as mySAP, SAP NetWeaver or SAP Business

Warehouse. In addition, job scheduling tools can automatically perform
updates with SAP InfoPackages, and system availability can be
increased through the seamless integration of enterprise solutions such
as HP OpenView, BMC Patrol or Tivoli Monitoring.

Modern job schedulers enable proactive reaction for problems in the net-
work, including fault analysis and automated troubleshooting. If a server
crashes, tasks are automatically distributed to other servers, eliminating the
need for manual intervention that could result in additional problems.

MULTIPLE DATA CENTERS AND LOCATIONS

In today’s global economy, companies often require multiple data cen-
ters to handle worldwide processes. Integration with other data centers or
platforms using a mainframe scheduler can be complicated, if not impos-
sible. However, when this situation exists, a modern job scheduling tool
can provide reliable and complete integration of the data centers.

The challenge of scheduling across time zones is addressed with
sophisticated job schedulers. While effectively eliminating critical
errors resulting from faulty calculations, processes are planned in the
local time zone. Special time zones and daylight savings times are taken
into account, ensuring that all processes run reliably and effectively.

In addition to timing challenges, operating multiple locations can
create security concerns. More and more companies communicate via
the Internet, requiring numerous transactions to process concurrently.
By decreasing the number of manual actions required, and by automat-
ing authorization, execution, processing, monitoring and logging (with
secure 128-bit encryption) of such transfers, a professional job sched-
uling solution increases security in the data center.

AUTOMATING EVENTS AND SCHEDULES

Event automation is critical to simplifying and streamlining the
every day functionality of complex IT environments. In the enterprise,
events are defined as changes in the status and properties of technical
systems and processes. With event-driven job scheduling, automatic
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identification of critical events eliminates the need to automatically
react or alert the respective users. The automatic restart functionality
identifies aborted transfers and restarts them at the abortion point,
resulting in a significant time savings.

Support of both event-driven job scheduling and proactive monitoring are
essential for complete automation. With event-driven processing, the pro-
gram reacts to specific system states, i.e., starting a job only if the required
disk space is available. With proactive monitoring, the system reacts to a
problem by attempting to automatically resolve it. When the console dis-
plays a device error message, the job scheduler automatically initiates a job
to restart the device. The advantages are a more time and cost-efficient IT
operation, offering a reduced business risk and lower operational costs.

COMPLETE AUTOMATION OF YOUR
DATA CENTER

The checklist below will help you identify gaps in your data center
automation. If your current job scheduling solution does not meet the
noted requirements, you should be thinking about a change.

In most cases, a professional job scheduling solution pays off if you
automate 30 - 50 jobs per day, depending on the relevance of each job.
The investment amortizes within a short time through increased pro-
ductivity and reduction of resources needed.  
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Checklist: Is my job scheduling tool in a fool proof
solution for automation and integration?

▼ Fully automated support of all important operating systems
and applications

▼ Platform-independence to protect your investments even if
you change your strategic systems

▼ Easy and clear central process management (“single point
of control”)

▼ Non-stop automation—even during updates
▼ Proactive reaction on problems and intelligent escalation

mechanisms
▼ Full integration of enterprise applications (e.g. HP OpenView)
▼ Fully automated control of Business Warehouse solutions
▼ Complete integration of the latest SAP generation (SAP

NetWeaver)
▼ Complete integration of Oracle Applications, PeopleSoft

and Siebel
▼ Support of databases DB2 (banks), Oracle (data centers),

SQL (SME) without need for new database licenses
▼ Combined and complete integration of mainframe and

open systems
▼ Worldwide integration with inclusive automatic time zone

synchronization
▼ Automated cross-platform data transfers (with secure

encryption)
▼ Automated check, conversion and processing of file transfers
▼ Automated restart of aborted jobs or data transfers


